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Nonlinear Evolution Equations with Variable Domains
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Department of Mathematics, Faculty of Education, Chiba University
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Let H be a real Hilbert space and denote by (.,.) and 1]" the inner
product and norm in H, respectively. Let Ct be a proper lower semi-
continuous convex function on H and put Dt {v e H Ct(v) + oo} and
D(t) {v e H; t(v) 4: i} or each t e [0, T], where 0 T + oo and
is the subdifferential of Ct. In this paper we consider the evolution
equation
(E) u’(t)+3t(u(t)) f(t), t e [0, T],
where u’(t)=(d/dt)u(t) and f is given in L(0, T; H).

In recent years the evolution equation (E) with time-dependent
domain D(3t) has been studied by Attouch-Bnilan-Damlamian-Picard
[1], Brzis [3], Moreau [7], Kenmochi [5] and Yamada [11]. In the
same direction we urther study the equation (E).

For each 20 and t e [0, T], define
(v)=in {I] v-- z l]/ (2) + t(z) z e H}, v e H.

According to [4; Chap. II], we see that

(v)=(v-Jiv)/
and

or each v e H, where J (I+ 23t)-.
Now suppose that
(hl) there are positive constants a and fl such that Ct(z)+a [[z[[

0 for any t e [0, T] and z e H;
(h2) for each 0 and z e H there is a non-negative function p

e Lx(O, T) such that

(z) (z) =<: p()dr

for s, t e [0, T] with s <= t
(h3) (i) for each r_O, there are a number ar e [0, 1)and func-

tions b, c e Lx(O, T) such that (d/dt)(z)<=a][3(z)]l+b(t)[(z)[+c(t)
a.e. on [0, T] for z e H with []z]]<=r and e (0, 1]; and (ii) there are
an H-valued function h on [0, T] and a partition {0=t0t...t
----T} of [0, T] such that Ct(h(t)) e Lx(O, T) and the restriction of h to
(t_l, t) belongs to W,(t_, t H) for k--1, 2, ., N.

Theorem. For each uo e Do and f e L2(O, T; H) there exists a
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unique function u e C([0, T] ;H) satisfying that u(O)=Uo, /-tu’ e L(O, T;
H) and u’(t)+3t(u(t)) f(t) for a.e. t e [0, T]. Furthermore u(t) e Dt
for all t e (0, T] and the function t-tt(u(t)) is bounded on (0, T]. In
particular, if Uo e Do, then u’ e L(O, T H) and t--.t(u(t)) is bounded on
[0, T].

This theorem is able to be obtained in a way quite similar to that
in [1] (or details, see [9]).

Remark 1. When (h3) is replaced by the ollowing (h3)’, the same
conclusion in the theorem remains valid"

(h3)’ There are a number a e [0, 1) and functions b, c e L(O, T)
such that

(d/dt)t(z)<=a [[(z)[]+b(t) [(z)[+(1 + ]z[])c(t) a.e. on [0, T]
for every z e H and 2 e (0, 1] in this case we do not require (ii) of (h3).

The ollowing proposition gives a useful condition under which
(hl), (h2) and (h3) hold.

Proposition. Suppose that for each r >= O there are real-valued
functions e W,(O, T) and fl e W,(O, T) with the following property"
for each s, t e [0, T] with s<=t and v e D with Ilvll<=r there exists w e Dt
such that

]]w--v]]<=]a(t)--a(s)](1 + ](v) /)
and

(w)-(v) <l(t)-(s) l(
Then (hl), (h2) and (h3) are satisfied.

First, we refer to [2; Lemma 1] (or [5; Lemma 3.2]) or the ver-
ification o (hl). Next, we note that or each r__>0 there is r>=0 such
that Jz <__r or all t e [0, T], 2 e (0, 1] and z e H with ]z <_ r. Let
zeH with ]]z[]<=r and 2e(0,1]. Then or s, te[0, T] with s<=t, we
find by assumption w e D so that

IIw-Jzll_<l,(t)-,,(s)l(l -F (z) 11/)
and

Ct(w) *(J1z) ,(t) -,(s)I(1 + I(z)I).
Hence

(z) (z)

< w-Jz II. z-Jz II/ /’(w)-(Jz) -F w-Jz ./(22)
_-<1,,(t)- o,,(s) l. (z)I1(1 / (z)11/) /1,(t) -,,(s)I(1 + (z)I)

+la,,(t)-a,,(s)l(1 + (z)ff)/(29,),
so that (d/ds)Xz)<=l’(s)l.llaOXz)ll(Z /l](z)ll/)/l’,,(s)l(Z/l(z)l) or
a.e. s e [0, T]. Thus (i) o (h3) is satisfied with (h2). To veriy (ii) of
(h3) we observe that there are R0 and a set {zt e Dt; O<_t<_T} such
thatllztll<__RandlCt(zt)l<=Rorallte[O,T]. Now, take r>R+l, put
M--R+ar+ fl + 1 (a and fl are constants such as in (hl)) and choose ] 0
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so that

for all t e [0, T], where I(t)= It, t(])] with t(v)=min {t + ], T}. Then for
each t e [0, T] there is hte W,((t);H) satisfying that 8---s(ht(8)) is
bounded on It in fact, for each partition

t()} with s=t+ klan] and ]3[=(t()-t)/2, we can build by induction
a sequence {v} such that v=zt,

and

or k=O,l,...,N(n)--l. Besides, putting v(s)=v and 17v(s)
()--)+1)/]- or s e (s, s/], we re able to show that suitable sub-

sequences o {v} and {gv} converge weakly to some unctions ht and

t in L((t) H), respectively, and that 8s(ht(8)) is bounded on I(t).
Since t=h clearly, this unction ht is the desired one. Making use
o the amily {ht; 0 T} we easily obtain an H-valued unction h and
a partition o [0, T] required in (ii) o (h3).

Remark 2. Our hypothesis in the proposition seems to be checked
more easily than that imposed by Yamada [11]. Also, compare the
hypotheses by Watanabe [10], Prlba [8], Attouch-Dmlamian [2],
Maruo [6] and Kenmochi [5] with ours.

Remark . The above results were suggested by H. Brzis.
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